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I have trained as a circle dance teacher both at Findhorn and with
Judy King.
I feel it’s important to teach both traditional and modern
choreographies. There are many very beautiful branches of circle
dancing, but it’s vital we don’t lose our roots. I have a particular
interest in the healing powers of dance.
At present the Partick group is partially externally funded to
ensure that cost is not a barrier to people being able to
experience the fun and connection which comes with circle
dancing.

Most of us have lunch together after the class. The Healthy Living Centre cafe Is supplied through
Fare Share and the food is delicious.
Every so often we have a social outing for anyone who wants to attend.
Come along. You will be warmly welcomed.

February 2019
I attended my first Circle Dance class in January 2013, shortly after the death of my partner. A
friend who attended Irene Townson’s Auchinleck group invited me and immediately I felt healing
on an emotional level. I also knew that my partner, who couldn’t normally be persuaded to dance,
had very much enjoyed circle dancing during an experience week in Findhorn and I was
comforted by the connection.
I loved it so much that I began to attend any event I could, in Scotland and down south.
At first, I was very clear that I didn’t want to teach dancing, I just wanted to enjoy it, but a couple of
years ago Irene was unable to take the class for a few weeks and we as a group didn’t want to
miss our dancing.
I had no idea of dance notation, so she helped me write longhand notes for every dance she
taught on her last day; she leant me her music equipment, and each week we repeated that day’s
programme until she got back.
After that I decided that it would be a good idea to learn more about teaching in case Irene was
ever unable to take the class again. Irene was great: really encouraging, explaining things,
teaching me to read steps. I practised by leading one or two dances each week in her classes.
Luckily, the Auchinleck group is ultra-tolerant! I began to enjoy teaching more and more.
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Excellent teacher training courses were being offered but, for various reasons, I wasn’t able to
attend any of them – until I was reading Grapevine and an advert for a two-week course in
Findhorn leapt out at me. It was being led by Peter Vallance and Judith Bone in September 2018
and I knew it was the perfect one for me.
I’m particularly interested in the spiritual dimensions of Circle Dance, in its roots with Bernhard
Wosien and the Findhorn Foundation Community. I’m interested in its healing energies. I want to
be part of giving more people an opportunity to experience Circle Dance. I love the traditional
dances and I also love the more modern choreographies.
And I’m still amazed at the number of lovely people I’ve met and the wonderful friends I’ve gained
through Circle Dance.
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